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Abstract 

This paper treats the control of the the capacitive output voltage center 
point of a unidirectional three-phase three-level PWM rectifier system. 
It is shown that for hysteresis control of the input phase currents and 
resistive fundamental mains behavior the center point potential can 
be controlled by an offset of the phase current reference values. Based 
on the results of a digital simulation the transfer function is determi- 
ned which describes the dynamic behavior of the system part to be 
controlled. Furthermore, the dimensioning of the center point voltage 
control is discussed. There, the considerations are related to an app- 
lication of the PWM rectifier system for supplying the DC link of an 
uninterruptihle power supply (UPS; rated power: 8 kW).  Finally, the 
control behavior for stationary operation and for a step change of the 
load of the output voltage center point is examined for verifying the 
controller dimensioning. 

1 Introduction 

As described in [l] and [2], unidirectional three-phase three-level PWM 
rectifiers (cf. Fig.1) show especially the following advantages as com- 
pared to conventional two-level converter systems: 

8 lower harmonic level of the mains currents 
lower blocking voltage stress on the power semiconductor devices 
high reliability being inherent to the systems. 

Therefore, three-level PWM rectifiers are of special interest for de- 
veloping of converter concepts with low effect on the mains. Due to  
the inclusion of the capacitive center point of the output voltage into 
the system function we have to provide a control of the potential of 
the output voltage center point (or a symmetrization of the output 
partial voltages) for three-level rectifier systems, however. This is to 
be seen besides the control of the output voltage and the inner-loop 
control of the mains phase currents as being also required for two-level 
PWM rectifiers. The possibility of influencing the center point poten- 
tial is based on the existence of identical switching states concerning 
the voltage space vector generated a t  the input of the rectifier system 
(cf. [3], p.48). These redundant switching states are characterized 
by opposite loading of the center point (opposite signs of the center 
point current). This makes possible the control of the center point 
voltage ideally independent of the current control which determines 
the rectifier input voltage space vector which has to be generated over 
a pulse period. In general one has to select a switching state acting 
towards a reduction of the asymmetry if a voltage space vector being 
non-unique with respect to the converter switching state occurs. This 
switching state has to be included into the switching sequence while a 
minimum number of switchings has to be considered (cf. [4], p. 21). 
For the time-average over a mains period this leads to an increase of 
the relative on-time of the switching states which effect a reduction of 
the unsymmetrical voltage distribution. The relative on-times of the 
redundant switching states (which would increase the asymmetry) are 

reduced by the same amount. For ideal symmetry of the output partial 
voltages the redundant switchingstates have equal on-times. Respecti- 
ve modulation methods are given in literature especially for three-level 
PWM inverters [5], [SI, [7] (e.g., drive inverters for high power three- 
phase AC locomotives [8]). The coordination of the switching of the 
inverter bridge legs (based on,  e.g., a space vector control unit being 
included into the current control [6], [9] or flux and torque control 
[lo]) is common to the methods being also applicable for three-level 
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Fig.1: Realization forms of threephase unidirectional boost-type th ree  
level PWM rectifier systems according to [I]  (cf. (a)) and [ll] (cf. 
(b)). The transistors of each bridge leg of the system (a) contained 
in the positive and negative bridge halves are controlled in phase. For 
equal pulsing of the corresponding bridge legs (a)  and (b) show iden- 
tical operational behavior regarding generation of the rectifier input 
voltage and of the center point current. 
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PWM rectifier systems. However, concerning an application for lower 
power (5 k W . .  .15 kW, e.g. in the area of telecommunications power 
supplies [ll]) these control methods show the disadvantage (1) of a 
relative high complexity of the control unit (requiring a digital rea- 
lization) and (2) of restricted dynamics due to the application of a 
PWM unit as compared to direct current control 1121. Therefore, for 
minimizing the system cost we have to pose the question for a possible 
inclusion of the potential control into a simple analog current control 
concept, There, the switching decisions shall be derived directly from 
the control error of the phase currents without considering the resul- 
ting overall switching state of the converter (or, without coordination 
of the switching of the bridge legs). 

In this paper a method for control of the output voltage center point of 
the unidirectional three-level PWM rectifier systems shown in Fig.1 
(which has been only briefly discussed in [ll]) is analyzed in more 
detail. This method can be realized easily as practical circuit. The 
modelling and dimensioning of the center point voltage control circuit 
are treated. Independent hysteresis controllers are used for a mains 
voltage proportional guidance of the phase currents. Based on the 
analysis of the generation of the center point curent in dependency 
on the converter switching state (cf. s ec t ion  2 )  in s ec t ion  3 the 
stability of the voltage center point is investigated. Also, the transfer 
function describing the dynamic system behavior is determined. It 
is shown that  an unsymmetry of the output partial voltages without 
control interaction results in a mean value of the center point current 
increasing the unsymmetry. Therefore, a stable converter operation is 
only possible with a control of the center point voltage. As described 
in sec t ion  4, the control of the potential of the output voltage center 
point can be achieved by an offset (being equal for all phases) of the 
phase current reference values. Due to the floating mains neutral point 
the mains current shape is not influenced directly thereby. However, 
the offset signal influences the distribution of the frequency of the 
switching states used for guidance of the mains current and therefore 
of the value of the center point current. Based on the results of a 
digital simulation in sec t ion  5 the design of the center point voltage 
control circuit of a rectifier unit (being proposed as input circuit of a 
8 kW uninterruptible power supply) is described. Finally, in section 6 
the controller function for stationary operation and for a loading step 
of the output voltage center point (e.g., by a converter connected in 
series) is analyzed. 

2 Basic Considerations 

For the sake of completeness of this paper we want to discuss briefly 
the hysteresis control of the mains phase currents (as shown in detail 
in [ll]) and the thereby resulting loading of the output voltage center 
point. 

2.1 Hysteresis Control of the Mains Phase Cur- 
rents 

The current consumption of a boost-type PWM rectifier system is 
impressed according to 

by the difference of the rectifier input voltage space vector % and the 
mains voltage space vector 

?LN = U N  exp i v N  VN = W N  t (2) 

as apparent across the inductances L connected in series on the mains 
side. For the definition of the complex space vector we have there 

as shown for the example of the rectifier input voltage. A sinusoidal 
shape of the mains current (corresponding to the mains voltage shape) 
and resistive mains behavior of the rectifier system 

(4) 

is obtained ideally for 

l l ; = s N - j w N L i . N .  (5) 

Due to the discontinuous control property of the converter the fun- 
damental voltage space vector l?(i,(L) = & is generated only as time 
average over several switchings of the system bridge legs. For the cur- 
rent control error and/or the current harmonics occuring there 

AiN = & - & (6) 

there follows with Eq.( l )  

dAiN 
dt 

L- =E; -I& ; (7) 

the variation of the control error is defined directly by the difference 
between the actually generated voltage and the time-continuous vary- 
ing reference value. 

For control of the phase currents by independent hysteresis controllers 
the control of the bridge legs is derived directly from the control errors 
of the related phase currents: 

There one has to note that forming of a phase voltage uu,; (and, the- 
refore, of the voltage space vector nu) is influenced not only by the 
switching state of the power transistor T, (characterized by a binary 
switching function s,, i = R, S, T )  but also by the sign of the corre- 
sponding mains current i ~ , ,  

(9) 

(As the reference point of the voltages uu,; we select the ideal center 
point of the output voltage). The current dependency of the phase 
voltages has to he considered by an inversion 

controlled by the sign of the corresponding mains current reference 
value (cf. Fig.3). 

Basically, each phase has three possible phase voltage values, +%, 
0 and -% (three-phase three-level PWM rectifier). In total, there 
result 33 = 27 possible states of the converter system. However, due 
to the dependency of the voltage generation on the sign of the mains 
phase currents (cf. Eq.(Q)) in each phase there is always only one 
switching between two voltage levels (+% and 0 for iN,;  > 0; -% 
and 0 for i ~ , i  < 0) possible. Therefore, there remain Z3 = 8 phase 
voltage combinations for each combination of current flow directions 
(e.g., I",R > 0, i N , s  < 0, I N , T  < 0). 

Because the rectifier system has no connection between the DC side 
(e.g. of the output voltage center point) and the mains star point, 
the formation of the mains phase currents is not defined by the pha- 
se voltages but by the line-to-line voltages and/or by the voltage 
space vectors corresponding to the eight phase voltage combina- 
tions ( U U , R ,  uu,s, U U , T )  and/or switching state combinations. There, 
only 7 voltage space vectors (cf. Fig.2) are related to the eight phase 
voltage combinations (and/or switching state combinations), There 
exists a redundancy of switching states (equal Lo a degree of freedom 
of the voltage control) regarding the formation of the voltage space 
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Fig.2: Voltage space vectors of a unidirectional three-phase three- 
level PWM rectifier system for ~ N , R  > O , i ~ , s  < O , ~ N , T  < 0 and/or 
9~ E (-E,+:). The momentary switching state of the bridge legs 
is marked by the triple of values (SR,SS,ST) formed by the phase 
switching functions. Furthermore shown are: trajectory of the space 
vector of the rectifier input voltage fundamental = Ir; (defined 
by Eq.(5)); %,(11: space vector of the fundamental voltage drop acrogs 
the series inductances L .  

vectors. As shown in section 4 , this degree of freedom can be applied 
for controlling the center point potential. 

Based on a purely sinusoidal (if the ripple with switching frequency is 
neglected) symmetrical mains phase current shape 

~ N , R  = ~ & C O S ( P N )  

i N , S  = I&COS(ipN - T )  
~ N , T  = I& COS(VN + v) , (11) 

there results always a t  the limits of j wide intervals p~ E ( -$ , -E) ,  
(-E,+:),(+:,-$), etc. a reversal of the sign of a phase current 
(e.g., of the current I ' N , T  in 9 N  = - E  or of the phase current i N , s  
in 9~ = +I). By the inversion of the corresponding phase voltage 
connected herewith the hexagon formed by the rectifier input voltage 
space vectors (cf. Fig.2) is being rotated by in the direction of the 

the movement of the current space vector. Therefore, the vectors being 
available for formation of Ir; lie always symmetrical about the angular 
segment corresponding to the momentarily valid combination of the 
sign and/or directions of the phase currents. 

The block diagram of the control of the rectifier system is shown in 
Fig.3. According to Eq.(4) the mains phase current reference values 
are given proportional to the corresponding mains phase voltages. The 
amplitudes of the phase currents are defined by an output voltage 
control loop F ( s )  in dependency on the control error of the output 
voltage AUO = U; - UO. 

2.2 Loading of the Output Voltage Center Point 
for Hysteresis Control of the Phase Currents 

As already mentioned in section 1,  the control unit of the converter 
has t o  guarantee (besides guidance of the mains phase currents and 
controlling the output voltage) also the symmetry 

(12) 
U0 

U C , l  = uc,2 = - 2 

of the partial output voltages. Only by this one can avoid unequal 
voltage and current stress on the components of the positive and ne- 
gative bridge halves. There, the hasis of controlling the potential of the 
center point A4 is given by the knowledge of the center point currents 
iM resulting for different switching states (SR, ss, ST). Therefore, in 
the following we will investigate in more detail the average shift of the 
center point potential occuring within the ( 5  wide) intervals of the 
mains period which have to be considered separately with regard to 
the voltage formation. 

An unsymmetry of the capacitor voltages uc,, and U C , ~  there is cha- 
racterized by the center point voltage 

1 
(13) u & f = - u  2 (  c.2 - u c . 1 )  

related to the ideal output voltage center point. Considering U C , ~  + 
uc.2 = U ,  we have there 

1 1 
2 2 (14) uC,2 = -U0 + U M  U C , l  = -U0 - UM . 

The current I 'M being a load for the capacitive center point is formed 
in dependency on the switching states of the power transistors Ti by 
sections of the phase currents 

i~ = SR ~ N , R  + ss 1N.s + ST ~ N , T  (15) 

For the voltage shift of the center point there follows 

I 

Fig.3: Block diagram of the con- 
trol of a three-phase three-level PWM 
boost rectifier. F ( s ) :  control of the 
output voltage uo; C(s): control of 
the potential of the capacitive out- 
put voltage center point M (cf. secti- 
on 5.2); inner control loop: hysteresis 
control of the phase currents i ~ , i ,  i = 
R, S, 7'; the switching decisions of the 
hysteresis switching elements are in- 
verted according to Eq.(lO) for i;,; < 
0. For the sake of clarity signal patha 
equivalent for all phases are combined 
into double lines for all phases. 
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Fig.4: Basis for determination of the center point current i M  in de- 
pendency on the converter switching state (marked by ( s R ,  ss ,  s ~ ) )  for 
PN E (-%,+:) and/or iN.R > 0, iN,s  < 0 and ~ N , T  < 0. 

for constant output voltage ug = U 0  and/or = -duc.l dt with 
Eq.(13) and C1 = CZ = C. Due to an influence of uc.1 and U C , ~  in the 
same direction by the load-side current flow the variation of the center 
point voltage is determined only by i ~ .  Due to the constant output 
voltage (being guaranteed by the output voltage controller F ( s ) )  the 
parallel connection 2C of both capacitors is acting. 

The center point currents (cf. Eq.(15)) resulting for the possible com- 
binations of values of the phase switching functions for p~ E (-%, +a) 
(and/or ~ N , R  > 0, iN,s  < 0, ~ N , T  < 0 and ~ N , R  > ~ I N , S ~ ,  l lN ,TI )  Can be 
taken directly from Fig.4. Also, they are summarized in Tab.1. For 
equal frequency (equal reiative on-time and equal distribution within 
the angle interval p ~ )  there results no mean potential shift of the 
capacitor center point as a sum of the contributions ( of the 
different switching states. However, for hysteresis control of the pha- 
se currents the switching states resulting in a lower current variation 

(in other words: the space vectors %,(a,o), qlaajr gv,(oll), 
&,(o~l), k , ( a o o )  lying in the vicinity of the trajectory of the ideally 
to be formed space vector 6) have a greater mean existence interval 
and/or higher relative on-time 6 .  Therefore, as shown in Tab.1, for the 
considered segment of the mains period there results a negative mean 
value i .qavg and/or an increase of uc.1 relative to uc.2 ( i ~ , ~ . , ~  denotes 
averaging over a wide interval). 

An analog analysis of the center point current for the angle interval 
p~ E (+E,+:) and/or i N , R  > 0, ~ N , S  > 0 and Z N , T  < 0 (cf. Fig.5) 
leads to the results compiled in Tab.2. There results (contrary to the 
previous considerations) a positive mean value iM,="&.  

The analysis offurther angle intervals leads to alternating positive and 
negative contributions iM,avg. As known also from three-level PWM 
inverter circuits [13], the fundamental frequency of the center point 
current IM is defined by 3fN, therefore. 

Based on the previous considerations and on ideally equal system be- 
havior within the different angle intervals one would not expect. a PO- 
tential shift in the average over a mains period. However, there results 
(due to the mutual influence of the current controllers, being char- 
tacteristic for three-line systems and independent current controllers, 
cf. [14], p. 297 or [16], p. 423) a stochastic (chaotic [15]) sequence 
and/or very much varying on-times and distributions of the different 
switching states. As a digital simulation proves, the center point cur- 

l0ODl 

10011 

* 
-1 p.L I I I J  

U+ T I O l O l  

T 10111 

rent iM shows in general a (small) DC component IM (mean value over 
a mains period) or a low frequency harmonic (lying below the mains 
frequency), therefore. This leads to an unsymmetry of the partial out- 
put voltages and/or to a shift UM (mean value over a mains period) 
of the output voltage center point. 

SR SS ST i M  6(%?)s,.g 

0 0 0  0 0 0 
0 0 1  iT 

0 1 0  is 
0 1 1  - i R  _ _  _ -  
1 0 0  +iR ++ ++ 
1 0 1  -is + + 
1 1 0  -iT + t 
1 1 1  0 0 0 

- _ _  
- _ _  

Tab.1: Center point current i M  and average shift of the center point 
potential UM within the angle interval p~ E (-:,+I) due to  a conver- 
ter switching state ( S R ,  S S ,  S T )  for equal relative on-time and distribu- 
tion of the switching states (cf. and for the relative on-time 
6 as actually resulting for hysteresis control of the mains phase cur- 
rents (and for values of the voltage transformation ratio M = $& 
close to 1). There results a negative mean value of the center point 
current and/or an increase of the partial output voltage U C , ~  relative 
to uc.2 

N 

SR S S  ST 

0 0 0  0 0 0 
0 0 1  
0 1 0  is + ++ 
0 1 1  - i R  - 
1 0 0  + i R  + ++ 
1 0 1  -2s 
1 1 0  -iT ++ ++ 
1 1 1  0 0 0 

_ _  _ _  iT 

- 
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A small (mean) unsymmetry of the partial output voltages could be 
acceptable for appropriate dimensioning of the power semiconductor 
devices. However, regarding a possible converter operation without 
control of the center point voltage one has to pose the question whe- 
ther the occurrence of a potential shift UM leads to an increase or 
decrease of the mean current value 1, resulting in the unsymmetry. 
From a controls point-of-view we therefore have to analyze the inher- 
ent stability of the center point. These considerations (finally leading 
to a dynamic model of the system to  he controlled by a center point 
voltage controller) are the topic of the next section. 

3 Investigation of the Inherent Stability 
of the Output Voltage Center Point 

3.1 Center Point Current for Unsymmetrical Par- 
tial Voltages 

The analysis of the stability is based on a (small) shift UM of the 
capacitive center point. The thereby resulting mean value IM is cal- 
culated by digital simulation. For the sake of a clearer representation 
of the relevant conditions we will use a specific numerical example. It 
is based on the rated operational parameters 

Po = 8 k W  
(Io = 700V 

iN = 18A 
h = 1 . 5 A  

UN = 230Vrm, (17) 

as given for the application of a three-phase three-level PWM booet 
rectifier for the power supply of the DC link of an UPS where low 
effects on the mains are required. (There, the efficiency of the entire 
unit is estimated as IJ ir: 0.91.) Furthermore, with regard to an average 
switching frequency fp x 38 kHz we choose 

L = 0.3mH , (18) 

and for the capacitance of the output capacitors C, and c ' 2  

C = 2000pF. (19) 

As Fig. 6 shows, for a deviation of the partition of the output voltage 
from the ideal symmetry, there results a mean value IM acting in the 
direction of increased unsymmetry and being proportional (in a first 
approximation) to the unsymmetry UM 

For a control-oriented modelling this behavior has to he described by 
a positive feedback 

Corresponding to the positive rate of rise of the characteristic IM = 
I M { U M )  in U, = 0. Therefore, the system to be controlled by the 
center point voltage control shows a pole in the right-hand s-half-plane 

A clear explanation of the operational behavior of the system can be 
found via the analysis of the voltage generation of the converter as 
given for unsymmetry of the output partial voltages. There, according 
to 

%' = w + A %  (22) 

a distortion space vector A% is correlated with each of the converter 
switching states. Its addition to  the vector l?(i given for uM = 0 leads 
to the voltage space vector resulting for unsymmetry. There follows 
(cf. Eq.(3) and Eq.(Q)) 

- 4 . 0 ~  I I I ~ I ~ I 1 I 

-200 -100 0 100 IV1 200 

"I.( A 

Fig.6: Dependency of the mean value IM (related to a mains period) 
of the center point current i M  on the (mean) center point potential 
shift UM for fi = 18A (cf. (a)) and fk = 9A (cf. (b ) ) .  The 
characteristics can be replaced wlth sufficient accuracy by a straight 
line IM X I M , u , = o  + g M U M  in the vicinity of UM = 0. According to 
Eq.(15) the gain gM shows an approximately proportional dependency 
on the amplitude fh of the mains phase current reference values; 1; = 
18A: gM ir: 0.04, &, = SA: gM 0.02. 

(23) 
2 

Alro = - U M ( S R  3 f a s s  + a2W) 
The  distortion space vectors given within the interval V N  E (-;, +%) 
are shown in Tab.3. 

S R  Ss ST A& 

0 0 0  
0 0 1  
0 1 0  
0 1 1  
1 0 0  
1 0 1  
1 1 0  
1 1 1  

0 
+$UMa2 

+!jUMa 

- $UM 

+ % U M  Tab.3: Distortion space vectors 
iUM!? (cf. Eq.(22)) in dependency on 

-%UMG' the converter switching state for 

- _  

0 /ON E (-:,+E). 

If the capacitive center point M is not loaded (switching states (000) 
and (111)) a potential shift (IM does not influence the corresponding 
voltage space vectors. In this case, the voltage conditions (decoupling 
of the zero component) a t  the converter input being relevant for the 
mains current generation are only determined by the total amount of 
the output voltage. The distortion space vectors A% of the remaining 
switching states show a constant absolute value being defined directly 
by the unsymmetry. The conditions given for UM < 0 are shown in 
Fig.? 

As already described in section 2.2 , for hysteresis current control the 
frequency of the switching states is essentially influenced by the abso- 
lute values of the corresponding space vectors defining the time 
behavior of the control error. E.g., i n  (ON E (-;,+%) the switching 
states (OlO), (000), (001) and (100)/(011) (lying in the immediate vi- 
cinity of the trajectory of the space vector &, cf. Fig.2) are preferred. 
According to Fig.7, an asymmetry U M  leads especially to a change of 
the absolute value of the space vectors l?(i,(!oo) and with the 
same amount in the opposite directions, besides a rotation of the vec- 
tors of the switching states (010) and (001). Therefore, for U M  < 0 the 
switching state (011) is preferred as compared to (100) (cf. Fig.7 and 
Fig.6). A s  can be seen from Tab.1 with this the equilibrium of the 
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Fig.7: Voltage space vectors of a unidirectional three-phase three-level 
PWM rectifier system for VN E (-a,+.) ( iN ,R  > O,~N,S < 0 > i N , T  < 
0 for asymmetry UM < 0 (Uc.1 > U C , ~ )  :f the partial output voltages. 
As shown for switching state ( O O l ) ,  the space vector %' resulting for 
asymmetry can be thought as being generated by shifting A* of the 
vector go given for symmetry UM = 0 (cf. Eq.(22)). 

switching states which have essential influence on generating the center 
point currrent is disturbed. I n  consistency with Fig.6 there occurs a 
reduction of the negative average value i ~ , ~ ~ ~  which further increases 
the asymmetry. 

As a detailed analysis shows, the considerations given so far for p , ~  E 
(-:,+I) correctly represent the conditions within the entire funda- 
mental period For each $-wide interval of the mains period (to he 
differentiated concerning the sign combinations of the phase currents) 
ther? resu l l s  a change of the respective average value i ~ , ~ ~ ~  which acts 
in the direction of an increase of an (already) existing asymmetry. 

One has: to note that (as being immediately clear from Flg.7) the vol- 
tage transfer ratio of the converter 

takes esspntial influence on the value of the gain g M .  A reduction of 
the ma+ voitage (increas? of M )  and/or relative reduction of the peak 
value L'G zz Cl," (defining the trajectory of the space vector t&) results 
in an increae of the gain g M  for M E [ l ,  &]. This is true because then 
in general a larger relative on-time of the switching states (001) and 
(100) is given. Also, for equal asymmetry U M  < 0 a larger reduction 
of the absolute value of the vector (%)(o,l) is given. 

30 30 -1 

Remark: For M > fi (0; < &Uo) the sign of gM is reversed, there 
exists inherent stability of M. In this case one could theoretically omit 
a control of the output voltage center point potential UM. Due to  the 
voltage transfer ratios lying typically close to M = 1 for boost PWM 
rectifier systems this case (which would be of importance practically 
only for the requirement of a wide input voltage range) shall not be 
discussed here in more detail. 

3.2 Center Point Current for Asymmetry of the 
Mains Phase Voltages 

Besides an analysis of the dependency of the average value IM on an 
asymmetry UM of the partial output voltages also the influence of an 
asymmetry of the mains phase voltages on generating the center point 
current has to  be analyzed. An investigation based on an amplitude 
error or a phase error of a phase voltage shows a very minor influence 
of the center point current by the mains voltage conditions, however 
(cf. Fig.9). Due to the usually minor asymmetry of the mains in 
practical applications this influence ehall be neglected in the following. 

IAI 

t O 5  
h 

0.0 

-0.5 

-100 -50 0 50 IN1 100 

A& - 
Fig.9: Details concerning the analysis of the influence of an asymme- 
try of the mains phase voltages on generating a mean value IM of i ~ ;  
AUN: amplitude error of a phase voltage. 

4 Control Concept 

As noted in section 2 . 1 ,  the three-level PWM rectifier system has two 
identical (redundant) switching states (e.g., (100) and (011) for p~ E 
(-:,+$), cf. Fig.2) regarding the generation within each 5 wide 
interval of the mains peroid. (This interval corresponds to  a specific 
combination of the signs of the mains phase currents.) The redundant 

Fig& Analysis (corresponding to 
Fig.7) of the increase andfor de- 
crease of the relative on-time 6 
of the switching states (011) and 
(100) (related to t))  in dependen- 
cy on the shift UM < 0 of M. 
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switching states of an interval (1) lead to opposite signs of the center 
point current’and (2) have essential influence on the generation of the 
center, point current (cf. e.g., (100) and (001) in Tab.1). Therefore, 
a shift and/or control of the center point potential can be achieved 
without influencing of the output voltage control and/or the mains 
current control. There, we have (in general) to  increase the relative 
on-time of the redundant switching state acting in the direction of 
a reduction of an existing potential shift (or, to reduce the relative 
on-time of the inverse (redundant) switching state. 

As a more detailed analysis shows, we can generate the redundant 
switching states (leading to % > 0) within each sign interval (i.e., 
within the entire mains period) starting from (sR’,ss’,sT’) = (111). 
The same is true for < 0 for the inverse switching states, star- 
ting from the combination of the inverse values ( s R ’ ,  s ~ ’ ,  s ~ ’ )  = (000). 
This becomes clear for generating the actual switching state si under 
consideration of the sign-dependent inversion of the switching decisi- 
ons s,’ of the hysteresis switching elements in dependency on the sign 
of the phase currents (cf. Eq.(lO)). E.g., we have to invert the pha- 
se switching functions ss’ and ST’ for V N  E (-%,+%) according to 
ifi,R > 0, i;V,s c 0 and ilN,T < 0. It confirms the previous statement 
that  we have to correlate the redundant switching state ( S R ,  ss, ST) = 
(100) (leading to > 0) with (sI(‘,ss’,sT‘) = (111) and the red- 
undant switching state (SR,SS,ST) = (011) (leading to  % < 0) with 
(SR’,SS’,ST’) = (000). 

In summary, we have to,  therefore, increase the switching frequency f+  
of the positive switching thresholds i f i  + h for correcting a potential 
shift U,+, > 0 of hysteresis control of the phase currents (and, vice 
versa, to decrease the switching frequency J- of the negative switching 
thresholds if,; - h). Accordingly, for UM < 0 a reduction of J+ as 
compared to f- has to be observed. As the following section shows, 
this can be achieved by an offset signal io  of the mains phase current 
reference. 

4.1 Mains Current Hysteresis Control for Offset of 
the Phase Current Reference Values 

Because the control signals si‘ (and , therefore, the converter switching 
state ( S R ,  ss,  ST)) is derived directly from the difference between refe- 
rence and actual value of each phase current according to the function 
of the hysteresis control, the poasibility of a control input influencing 
the frequency of the different switching states is limited basically to” a 
modification of the reference value shape. Due to the amplitude I& 
being fixed by the power to be supplied and by the required sinusoidal 
shape, here the only degree of freedom consists of the addition of a 
zero-component io 

ib,R’ = ifi,R + i o  

i;V,s’ = i.N,s +io 

i;V,T‘ = ifi,T + io 
(i.e., of an offset being equal for all phases). 

Fig.10: Tolerance area of a hysteresis current control for space vector 
representation A& of the phase current control errors A i i  = ii - 
i;‘ (i = R, S, 7‘) and offset 10 > 0 of the phase current reference 
values. RI+, S‘+, T‘+: positive !witching thresholds; there occurs a 
state change s,’ = 1 - 0 for switching over; R’-,S‘-,T‘-: negative 
switching thresholds, for switching over a state change si’ = 0 + 1 
occurs; tolerance area for 10 = 0 shown hatched. 

Because the rectifier system has no connection to the mains neutral 
point, the sum of the mains phase currents is being forced to 0 a t  dl 
times 

(25) i N , R  + i N , S  + IN,T % 0 . 
Therefore, the offset io cannot be set by the phase current controllers 
and does not lead to a direct influence on the mains current shape. 

As an analysis of the system behavior, related to  a space vector repre- 
sentation 

= A ~ N , R  - io  

of the control errors of the phase currents Aii = ii - i:’ clearly shows, 
io has influence on the form of the tolerance area (d Fig.10) being 
defined by the intersection of the tolerance bands of the phase cur- 
rent controllers. Therefore, it has influence on the frequency of the 
switching states (and/or the value of the center point current) being 
used for guidance of the mains current. 

For io = 0 the tolerance area shows the characteristic form of an 
equilateral hexagon (cf. Fig.14 in [16]). It is limited by segments 
of the positive and negative switching thresholds of equal length (cf. 
Fig.10). Accordingly, for both switching thresholds there exists equal 
switching frequency (f+ = f-). 

If now the switching thresholds (and/or the tolerance bands) are shif- 
ted due to  an offset i o  of the phase current reference values 

4olrl ‘ -1 
00 1 0  [ A I  2.0 

Io - 

1 
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Io - 

Fig.11: Average relative on-times 
6(100) and 6~011) of the redundant 
switching states (100) and (011) being 
given for p E (-%,+E) , for hystere- 
sis control of the phase currents and 
offset io = IO of the phsse current re 
ference values. 
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10 , 

the tolerance area is being distorted. Also, the border is formed by 
segments of the positive and negative switching thresholds of unequal 
length. 

For IQ > 0 according to  Fig.10 an increase of the contribution of the 
negative switching thresholds is given there. Accordingly, for (pre- 
dominant) guidance of A& within the tolerance area the switching 
frequency f- is increased (and f+ decreased accordingly). There- 
fore, switching states (sR’,ss’,sT’) = (lxx), (xlx) ,  (xxl) are taken 
on with priority over switching states (sR’, ss‘, ST’) = ( O x x ) ,  (xOx), 
(xx0). In the average over the mains period there results a tenden- 
cy in the direction of a the value combination (sR’,ss’,sT‘) = (111) 
(related to % > 0 as stated previously). The relative on-time of 
the value combination ( s R ‘ ,  ss’, ST’) = (000) related to < 0 is 
reduced accordingly. These considerations are verified clearly, e.g., by 
the analysis (shown in Fig.11) of the average relative on-times 6(1~o)  
and 6(011) of the redundant switching states (100) and (011) given for 
P E  ( - 5 , + f ) .  
For Io < 0 an analog consideration leads to f+ > f- and, therefore, 
finally to < 0.  Therefore, the offset signal 10 offers the possibility 
of an active symmetrization of the partial output voltages and/or of a 
control of the potential of the output voltage center point. 

We have to point out that the method discribed here shows an ana- 
logy to  a control concept for controlling of UM proposed in [4] and 
[13] in connection with controlling three-level inverters by pulse width 
modulation. In [13], it is shown very clearly how the direct influence 
on the average value of the center point current by a zero-component 
uQ of the phase modulation functions is possible for PWM. This zero- 
component corresponds to the offset io of the phase current reference 
values in the case a t  hand. Due to the attempt of the phase current 
controllers to impress io despite the missing neut,ral line, as a result 
a mean value of the zero-voltage lying between the mains star point 
and the center point M .  This shows that both concepts are mutually 
corresponding. 

Remark: A shift of the phase current reference values by an offset signal 
is known also from the current control in iwo-level PWM Inverters [17]. 
The offset signal used there contains three times the mains frequency, 
however. By a distortion of the tolerance area (similar to the method 
at  hand) especially for small output voltages the occurrence of limit 
cycles (closed symmetric trajectories of the control error space vector) 
and/or the occurrence of high switching frequencies is avoided. In the 
case at  hand the switching frequency is not essentially influenced by 
io = I,. 

-2 1 0 I [AI  2 

Io - 
Fig.12: Control characteristic IM = IM (IQ) of a three-phaae unidirec- 
tional three-level PWM rectifier for f& = 18A (cf. (a)) and Iiy = S A  
(cf. (b)); the other operating parameters are given in section 3.1. 

4.2 Center Point Current for Offset of the Phase 
Current Reference Values 

After the previous considerations we want to calculate the average 
value IM resulting for a defined shift I Q  of the reference values and/or 
the gain 

(28) k M  = &!!% 
A l o  

ofthe output signal I0 of the center point voltage controller (related to  
the specific numerical values given in section 3.1) by digital simulation. 
There, ideal symmetry of the partial voltages, according to UM = 0 ,  
and (similar to the calculation of the function I M  = I M { U M ) ,  cf. sec- 
tion 3.1) constant output voltage U,  and constant amplitude of the 
phase current reference values ifi are assumed. The resulting control 
characteristic r M  = I M { I ~ )  is shown in Fig.12. The characteristic 
can he approximated by a straight line IM = I M , U M = O  + k M  IO in the 
vicinity of the origin. There, IM,u,=o describes the average value ( r e  
lated to a mains period) of the center point current occurring without 
control input ( I Q  = 0) and for symmetric partition UM = 0 of the out- 
put partial voltages. For f& = 18A there follows: IM,o,=Q = 0.16A 
and k~ = 16. 

As becomes immediately clear by consideration of Eq.(15) and as is 

I4 1.1 

0 0 

000 0 01 b l Q 0 2  OM 0 01 131 0 0 2  0.00 1st 0 0 2  
t- t- 1- 

Fig.13: Digital simulation of the time behavior of a mains phase current I N , R  and of the center point current i M  for different 
values Io;  representation of a mains period. (a): la = 0 (no influence of the current control), I M  = fM,uM=o = 0 . 1 6 A ;  (b): 
l o  = f0.375A ( + $ h ) ,  I M  = 6.1A;  ( e ) :  10 = -0.375A ( - $ h ) ,  1, = -6.OA. Operating parameters cf section 3.1 
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F i g . 1 4  ’Itajectories of the space vector A& of the phase current control errors corresponding to Fig.13. (a): 10 = 0; (b): 
Io = +0.375A; ( c ) :  Io = -0.375A. 

verified by Fig.12, the center point current I M  shows (in a first ap- 
proximation) a linear dependency on the amplitude I& of the phase 
current reference values. 

Concerning the dependency on the voltage tranfer ratio M we have 
to note that (similar to the considerations descrjbed in section 3.1 for 
g ~ )  a reduction of the mains voltage amplitude UN and/or an increase 
of the transfer ratio M leads to  an increase of the absolute value of IM 
resulting for a defined value Io. 

The characteristic bend in the control characteristic for 1, = ?: he- 
comes clear by inspection of Fig.10. E.g., for 10 = ++ the positive 
switching thresholds are touched by the tolerance area always only in 
one point now. Therefore, the tolerance area takes on the form of a 
triangle and is limited exclusively by negative switching thresholds. As 
becomes immediately clear, thereby the limit of an approximately li- 
near [moving in opposite directions) influence on the relative on-times 
6+ and 6- of the redundant swiching states by Io is reached. For a 
further increase of Io (being of no importance in practice) there results 
further only a small increase of the average value I M .  

As an analysis of the amplitude spectrum of the periodically conti- 
nued current shape of a mains period shows (cf. F ig . lS) ,  the low 
frequency spectral components of the mains current are significant- 
ly influenced only for very large values l o .  For the stationary va- 
lue Io,u,=o = $I.M,o,=o being adjusted in practice by the cen- 
ter point voltage ?ontroller there results no low frequency *distortion 
of the mains currents (in the case a t  hand there follows 1; = 18A 
IopM=o = 0.01A). 

5 Controller Design 

5.1 Block Diagram of the Control 

The block diagram for the control of the center point voltage resulting 
from a compilation of the considerations of the previous sections is 
shown in Fig.16. It shall he applied in the following for dimensioning 
the center point voltage controller G(s). 

F~~ 

curr;nt iM corresponding to a discrete value 
the space vector A& (cf. ~ ~ , ( 2 6 ) )  resulting there are 
Fig.14 

the conditions, in Fig.13 there is shown always the 

The trajectories of 
in 

Basically, the center point voltage control represents a fixed command 

respect to its disturbance response. A disturbance of the symmetrical 
voltage partition can result, e.g., from a change of the system load sta- 
tus. There, the output voltage controller F ( s )  changes the amplitude 
of the mains phase current reference values within a mains period. Due 

shape of a mains phase current (phase R)  and of the center point control = 0. Therefore, the control loop has to be designed with 

In connection with the shift l o  of the phase current reference values 
there is, finally, to pose the question concerning the occurrence of 
low frequency harmonics, especially such of even order (due to  the 
unsymmetry, caused by IO, of the positive and negative half cycles). 

to the direct coupling between center point current and mains current 
(cf. Eq.(15)) this results in the occurrence of a transient mean value 
of iM.  A direct loading of M can result from an asymmetric partition 
of the load being supplied by the rectifier among the partial output 

I 
0 0  0 0  - 00 - 

0 50 IO0 0 so loo 0 50 loo 
n- n- n- 

Fig.15: Amplitude spectrum of the mains current (related to the amplitude f& of the phase current reference values) of a three- 
phase hysteresis controlled three-level PWM rectifier system; fundamental not shown; n: number of harmonic; representation 
for (a): IO = 0 ,  (b): IO = 0 .2A and ( c ) :  10 = 0.4A; operating parmeters cf. section 3.1. 
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Fig.16: Block diagram of the center point voltage control based on 
averaging of the quantities UM and I M  related to a mains period. 
C(s): center point voltage controller; g M .  influence of an (average) 
asymmetry UM of the partial output voltages on Iy; k ~ :  gain of the 
control input Io (offset of the mains phase current reference values); 
I M , L ~ ~ = o  = I M , ~ :  mean value of i M  occurring for Ideal symmetry of 
the output partial voltages; 12: disturbance influence. 

voltages. Similar conditions are present for supply of a three-phase 
PWM inverier without special control of the current being taken from 
the center point. The disturbance influence is considered in Fig.16 by 
a disturbance current Iz  

5.2 Design of the Center Point Voltage Controller 

As described in section 2.2,  the fundamental frequency of the center 
point current is given by 3 f ~  due to the operating principle of the 
system. In order to avoid a mutual influence of the phase current 
control and of the center point voltage control we have to position the 
cross-over frequency sufficiently far below 3 f ~ .  Therefore, the model 
being based on averaging over a fundamental period (cf. Fig.16) can 
be directly applied for dimensioning of the controller. 

If G(s) is realized with respect to stationary accuracy Uy = Uh = 0 
as PI-controller 

C(s) = kp + , (29) 
k 

there follows for the disturbance response 

with 

Therefore, for a step function disturbance lz(s) = the center point 
potential shows a shape corresponding to an impulse response of a PT2 
transfer function with gain k, characteristic frequency W O  and damping 
d .  Based on the rated representation of the impulse response of a PT2 
transfer function (cf, e.g., [18], p. 123) we can directly calculate the 
controller parameters k p  and kr (cf. Eq.(31)) to be used for a desired 
transient response and/or damping and characteristic frequency. 

For determining the gain kp of the P-component of the controller we 
have to consider the limitation of the correcting value being introduced 
for values IO > $ (cf. Fig.12) and the increase of the variation of UM 

(freqency 3fN, being due to the operating principle) for increasing k p  
In the case a t  hand k p  = 0.05 and k ,  = 1.0 are assumed. For rated 
converter load we have d = 1.5 and W O  = 63s- ' ,  therefore. 

For low load there results (due to a decrease of the gains kM and 
g M ,  which are proportional to the mains current amplitude in a first 
approximation) a damping reduction of the control loop and a decrease 
qf the characteristic frequency W O  (cf. Eq.(31)). As a check for, e.g., 
I; = 1.8A and/or 10% of the rated power shows (leading to d= 0.5, 
W O  = 20s-') the control shows for the controller parameters given here 
a sufficient damping behavior and a relatively low settling time, even 
for low input power. 

6 Control Behavior 

Finally, we want to verify the function of the center point voltage con- 
trol by a digital simulation of the converter system. For this purpose, 
the control behavior is investigated for stationary operation and for a 
step load of M (e.g., by a converter connected in series to the rectifier 
system). There, constant output voltage and constant amplitude of 
the mains current reference values are assumed. 

Concerning the assumption of a constant output voltage we have to  
note, that  between control of the partition of the output voltage and 
the control of the sum of the partial output voltages there is  always 
given a certain dynamic decoupling due to  the different dynamics of the 
respective system to be controlled. For the center point voltage control 
the dynamically active capacitance of the output circuit is defined by 
the parallel circuit of the partial capacitors (2C), for the output voltage 
control by the series connection ($). Furthermore, the center point 
current oscillates with three times the mains frequency. This requires a 
relatively low cross-over frequency of the center point voltage controller 
(cf. section 5.2). Contrary to this we have ideally constant power flow 
for output voltage control. Therefore, the controller dimensioning can 
be performed without taking consideration of a low-frequency variation 
of the controlled quantity [19]. 

6.1 Stationary Operation 

Figure 17 shows the shape of UM for closed and open center point 
voltage control loop. The center point voltage is guided along UL = 0 
(the reference value) until the control loop is opened in t l .  As can be 
expected due to the I-component of the controller G(s) (cf. Eq.(29)), 
no stationary error results. 

If the control input is interrupted (io = 0 for t E [ t l , t2]) ,  the center 
point potential shows (according to  the considerations of section 3.1) a 
shape corresponding to the step response of an integrator with positive 
feedback. The step disturbance is given there by the omission of the 
controller output kMIo,u,=O compensating the average value of the 
center point current I M , " ~ = O  = 0.16A (cf. Fig.lB(a)) resulting due to 
the statistic sequence of the switching states of the system. 

An almost identical shape of the step response of the linear model 
(cf. Eq.(21)) of the real system is given only in the vicinity of UM = 0 
(lU,+f < 30V).  According to Fig.6, an increasing rise of the asymmetry 
is connected with a reduction of the positive feedback and, finally, with 
a sign inversion of g M .  In the case a t  band the rate of rise of gM 
has negative values in the region IUM( = 50V. ..1OOV. Accordingly 
there is inherent system stability in this operating region. This can 

, 

t- 

Fig.17: Shape of u~ (100V/Div) and i N , R  (40A/Div) for open (t E 
[ t i ,  tz]) and closed center point voltage control loop; operating para- 
meters: cf. section 3.1 (& = 1EA). 
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be seen in Fig.17 by the motion of the center point voltage towards 
the zero crossing of the characteristic Iu = I u { ( I , }  defining a value 
LJM = 80 V: Due to the high asymmetry of the partial output voltages 
this operating point is of no importance in practice, however. 

Because one strives for a limitation of a (dynamic) asymmetry of the 
partial output voltages by the control application to typically '2% U0 
(cf .  [8], p. 482), one can dimension the controller without considering 
the change of the system behavior for high asymmetry, however. In 
the w e  a t  hand there is a sufficient accuracy of modelling given up 
to  +5% U,. 
The control loop is closed again in i l .  Due to the overcritical dam- 
ping d = 1.5 (due to the dimensioning) of the control loop the center 
point potential shows an aperiodic shape; the asymmetry of the partial 
voltages is being controlled without overshoot. 

Remark: As shown in Fig.17, the sinusoidal guidance of the phase 
currents is hardly influenced by the asymmetric partition of the o u t  
put voltage, This is due to the hysteresis control. Also, a relatively 
large shift of the center point (Vu EJ 0.1 Uo) leads to no significant 
distortion of the mains current shape. 

6.2 Dynamic Behavior 

For analyzing the dynamic behavior of the center point voltage control 
the center point M is loaded by a step function of an external current 
disturbance Iz. There, value Iz of the distortion function is fitted to  
the respective mains current amplitude, i.e., i t  is changed proportional 
to the output power of the system. This corresponds (in a first apprc- 
ximation) to  the disturbance to be expected for loading of the center 
point by a converter connected in series. 

The shape of the center point potential for Iz = 6 A (if, = l8A) and 
Iz = 0.6 A (if, = l.8A) (as determined by digital simulation) is shown 
in Fig.18. Due to the very good consistency of the characteristic v k  
lues of the dynamica (damping and characteristic frequency) of the 
signal shapes with the corresponding considerations in section 5.2 the 
correctness of modelling and controller dimensioning are verified. As 
already mentioned in connection with dimensioning of the controller, 
the dynamic quality of the control is influenced by the output power 
and/or by the mains current amplitude which influences directly the 
parameters 9~ and kM. With decreasing output power the oscillati- 
on tendency of the system is being increased, the settling time rises 
accordingly. A control quality being constant for a wide load range 
can be obtained only by adaption (e.g., by varying the controller gains 
proportional to A ,  cf. Eq.(31)). An alternative is given by eliminati- 
on of the load dependency of kM by a current proportional variation 
of the hysteresis width. 

The amount of the control error is limited to values < 2% U,. The 
ripple of the center point voltage UM is caused by the center point 
current variations with three times the mains frequency (being due to 
the operating principle of the system, cf. section 2.2). Due to the open 
loop,gain of the control being < 1 for 3 f ~  the voltage ripple is hardly 
influenced by the feedback due to G(s) .  

G 

7 Conclusions 

Essential advantages of the control concept for the potential control of 
the output voltage center point of a unidirectional three-phase th ree  
level PWM rectifier system as discussed in this paper are (1) the very 
straightforward realizability by practical circuits and (2) the possibili- 
ty of a direct inclusion into a high-dynamic (analog) hysteresis control 
of the mains current. Therefore, the method can be applied also for 
low-power rectfier systems and for switching frequencies > 100 kHz. A 
disadvantage would be the lower utilization of the converter switching 
frequency due to  the mutual influence of the phase current controllers 
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Fig.18: Shape of the center point potential (5V/div) for load step 
function of the output voltage center point by a disturbance current 
I I - 
(b)). 

-1p.  ,,,, representation for 1; = 18A (cf. (a)) and f; = 1.8A (cf. 

as compared to coordinated phase switchinyl. However, because PWM 
rectifier systems operate typically with high modulation (M close to 
1) one cannot expect an essential reduction of the switching frequency 
also if optimal (i.e., switching-frequency-minimum and/or predictive, 
c f .  [12], p. 417) hysteresis control is applied (cf. Fig.l5(a) in [ZO]). Du- 
ring further research we want to, therefore, especially experimentally 
verify the control method. Furthermore, the investigation of the in- 
fluence of softswitching techniques (cf. section 1V.A in [21] and F i p .  
20,21 in [22]) on the control of the center point is planned, as well 
the analysis of the possibility to apply the method in connection with 
three-level PWM inverter circuits. 
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